
Len’s 63rd letter from the Via Date: 21/09/17 

Location Poggio Bustone KM’s to Rome   Steps Today   

Before heading off on our walk today we shared our walk stories with this group of British walkers 

at the breakfast table. One in their group was finding the walking very difficult and was 

contemplating catching a taxi to the next 

village, she did offer the information that 

she had not done very much preparation for 

the walk, but they were all in very upbeat 

about doing the Via Francesco. 

The walk today was to a little village called 

Poggio Bustone which entailed a mild climb out 

of the valley then a walk around the side of 

the mountain range to the village. As an 

option we could also climb to 1,000 meters to 

see a tree that supposably was around when St Francis was alive. We decided to not do the hard 

meters and took the soft option. This is what we missed out on, the 

story is that the beech tree grew in this unusual way so that it could 

protect St Francis when he was unwell. It does not matter which tree 

you choose to sit under, as long as you choose the right one. 

What we didn’t miss out on though was a glorious view of the village of 

Labro. We saw this village from down at the lake and Carol remarked 

that it would not look any good close up. We had been rambling in 

forest for about four kms. On leaving the forest we started walking on 

a tarmac road, turning a corner, we came across this view. 

Apparently, it was renovated 

using a Belgium architect 

and the properties sold to 

fifty expat Belgians and 

Brits. There are only fifty 

residents in the village, I 

guess this is one way to 

immerse yourself in another 

culture. 

Immediately after this view 

we came across a working 

convent in the middle of five different roads, it took some bold orienteering to find the correct 

road especially as the sign pointing to our next village was on a road that was one km long on my 

map, while the village was at least five kms. away. The end result was we arrived in the next village 

just before 1pm. We went looking for the local café only to find that the owner who had seen us 

approaching was hurriedly closing up shop at 1:01. Making sure she did not make eye contact with 

us, she disappeared up the stairs to her lunch while we had to make do with our emergency rations. 

We arrived at Poggio Bustone (isn’t that a great name) after looking down into the valley at our 

next destination Reiti for most of the afternoon. It is a very green valley which at one stage in 

history (about 300 C.E.) was all lake but it had been drained and was now fertile farming land. 

 

 

 



 

A note from the editor: 

We are currently experiencing the run up to the postal survey in Australia on the question of 

allowing same sex marriage as a legal institution. I came across this sign supporting the Yes vote on 

the signage for the Via Francesco on the trail, unsure 

how it got there or who put it there. 

I support their actions even if pilgrimages are largely 

personal journeys it does no harm to engage with some 

of the broader issues. 

As we are in San Francesco territory I did some 

investigation as to what he may have said on the 

matter. The only thing he spoke of was remaining 

chaste and the difficulties that entailed. 

Many people on the ‘no’ side of the argument are using 

Christian teachings to justify their position. Marriage 

as an institution is a human construct, and a construct 

that has not remained static, not one that has been 

determined by a deity. Saint Francis spoke of many 

things but same sex marriage didn’t appear to be on 

his agenda. He did often speak, in general terms, 

about how we should conduct ourselves. He has been 

recorded as saying: 

     “Where there is charity and wisdom, there is neither fear nor Ignorance” 

The ‘no’ supporters could head these words and look within themselves to find the necessary 

charity and wisdom to overcome their prejudices, and their desire to treat gay people in a way that 

gives them less rights than the rest of the population. It’s time to put aside our fear and allow 

diversity in the twenty first century in Australia. It’s also time to not display our ignorance by 

suggesting that gay people are not suitable or in some way not worthy enough to raise well-

adjusted children, the evidence would suggest the contrary. 

I purloined the sign and will display it on my backpack for the rest of 

the journey. I am sure the maker of the sign wouldn’t mind, given the 

reason for my theft. 

 

 


